
THE WORLD PREMIER OF SAM ROULSTON’S
SOLO SKETCH COMEDY SHOW, CRINGE!

CRINGE is inspired by all of those intrusive thoughts or embarrassing memories that slip into
your mind while you're brushing your teeth. The show explores themes like homophobic
microagressions, cancel culture and pandemic related anxieties all through a comedic lens.
Most medical professionals don't recommend re-traumatizing yourself but Sam Roulston wrote
this show for YOU, for the art, but mostly for the attention. Laughter really is the best medicine
(except for Pfizer, Moderna or Astrazeneca). #CringeAtTheFringe

Right before the pandemic hit, Sam Roulston was working as a Comedian aboard the MSC Seaside in the
Caribbean. At night he was performing 5 shows a week but in the day he was writing a sketch comedy show for
the 2020 Toronto Fringe Festival. With each development and incarnation of The Toronto Fringe, CRINGE has
also changed and developed. CRINGE has found its final form as a virtual, solo sketch comedy show. Sam
Roulston has written, shot and edited most of this show by himself in his one-bedroom apartment in Toronto. He’d
like to give a special shoutout to Youtube for teaching him about shooting, editing, lighting and sound recording.

Sam Roulston is a queer writer, actor and comedian originally from the UK. You may have seen him on The
Comedy Network, The Beaverton Digital, Bad Dog Comedy TV and CBC comedy. Sam is also a member of
faculty at The Second City, Toronto. Now he’s premiering his new solo sketch comedy show full of queer
tomfoolery, covid gripes and even some cowboy content. Be sure to check out CRINGE at the Toronto Fringe!

“Sam Roulston keeps the pacing tight and ensures variety. NNNN” -Now Magazine

“Sam Roulston (comedian extraordinaire and improv teacher at the ol’ Second City)...shares his deep
passion for telling excellent stories with a sense of humour.” - Broadway World

Champagne Boyfriend in association with The Toronto Fringe Festival presents:
CRINGE
Written and performed by: Sam Roulston
Music by: Nicola Dempsey and Ryan Sheedy
Script Consultation from: Ashley Comeau, Chelsea Larkin and Eric Da Costa
Opens July 21 – 31, 2021
Online at fringetoronto.com
Tickets and Memberships: fringetoronto.com
Toronto Fringe Communications Manager: Claire Wynveen, communications@fringetoronto.com
Media Rep Contact: Sam Roulston Phone: 416 697-6731 Email: samuel.roulston@gmail.coml
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https://nowtoronto.com/culture/theatre/fringe-review-prtnr/
https://www.broadwayworld.com/toronto/article/PRTNR-at-Toronto-Fringe-Festival-20180620

